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ABSTRACT

Objective: Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation is an alternative to open heart surgery in selected patients with pulmonary outflow tract disorder. The technique may reduce the number of open-chest surgeries in these patients. This study was conducted to understand how the patients and their next-of-kin experienced this new treatment option.

Design: Qualitative explorative design with individual in-depth interviews.

Setting: Oslo University Hospital, the only cardiac centre in Norway offering advanced surgical and interventional treatment to patient with congenital heart defects, serving the whole Norwegian population.

Participants: During a 2-year period a total of 10 patients, median age 17 (7–30) and 18 next-of-kin were consecutively selected for individual in-depth interviews 3–6 months after the pulmonary valve implantation. The verbatim transcripts were analysed using a phenomenological methodology.

Results: Patients emphasised the importance of regaining independence and taking control of daily life shortly after the new interventional treatment. Renewed hope towards treatment options was described as ‘a light in the tunnel’. Next-of-kin emphasised the importance both for the patient and their family of resuming normal life quickly after the procedure. The physical burden was experienced as minor after the minimally invasive intervention, compared to their previous experience with surgical procedures.

Main outcome measure: The importance of maintaining normality in everyday life for a good family function.

Conclusions: The repeated surgeries during infancy and adolescence of patients with congenital heart disease represent a heavy burden both for the patient and their family. All families especially emphasised the importance of resuming normal life quickly after each procedure. The novel technique of pulmonary valve implantation is thus a favourable approach because of minor interference in daily life.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in surgical and interventional techniques and medical care create new life expectations in patients with congenital heart disease. To date, approximately 90% survive to adulthood and constitute a relatively new and growing patient population, increasing with an estimate of 5% per year. Approximately 8 of 1000 children are born with congenital heart disease, of these 10% have a pulmonary valve abnormality. These patients typically undergo palliative or corrective surgery early in life. Living longer, they are in need of an increasing number of surgical interventions when they outgrow the size of a replaced conduit or when the pulmonary valve becomes stenotic or insufficient. Recurrent changes in their health, initiate new treatment demands. A mean length of a hospital stay after a change of the pulmonary valve was 5.7 days with a mean stay of 2.8 in the intensive care unit. Patients treated with percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation went home 1 day after treatment. In a limited number of studies investigating experiences in patients with congenital heart disease using qualitative methods, normalisation is documented to be a...
central issue. In a study of 11 patients treated for single ventricle physiology, the patients emphasised the limitations in their physical and social activities as a main problem. To compensate for the lack of physical performance they were adapting to alternative roles during physical activity and pursuing academic interests in order to obtain social recognition. This finding was confirmed in a Norwegian study of 11 children with congenital heart disease, referring to qualitative data. Authors concluded that children used different strategies to participate and to fulfil their first priority which is to be together with other children. Repeated major surgeries may add to this challenge. Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation is a minimally invasive technique that rapidly has become an alternative option to surgery to restore pulmonary valve function. In order to evaluate and understand the importance of this minimally invasive technique, we conducted qualitative interviews of patients and their next-of-kin. The aim was to investigate whether this treatment technique influenced individual perceived health and reduced some of the burden in their daily lives in the early rehabilitation phase after treatment.

METHODS
Design
A qualitative, explorative design was chosen to generate a deeper understanding of the experienced outcome for each individual. Data was collected through in-depth interviews with the patients and their next-of-kin.

The institution
Norway has a national healthcare system with a health assurance offering the same treatment to each individual, independent of income. The study was conducted at Oslo University Hospital, the only cardiac centre in Norway offering advanced surgical and interventional treatment to patients with congenital heart defects, serving the whole Norwegian population.

Participants
During a 2-year period 10 patients: 3 girls of median age 17 (10–30) and 7 boys of median age 18 (7–28) met the inclusion criteria and were treated with percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation. Patients were consecutively included in the study, and all informants spoke and understood Norwegian. The patients and their next-of-kin were included with informed consent. Inclusion was based on internationally accepted treatment criteria within this medical field, and a consensus set by the local team responsible for the patients. The selection criteria were also based on guidelines delineated by the producer of the device. The patients had previously in median undergone 3 (2–5) open heart surgeries.

Interviews
The study was based on in-depth, audio-taped interviews. To record experiences related to the intervention and the rehabilitation situation, all patients and their next-of-kin were interviewed between 3 and 6 months after the procedure. All interviews took place in a quiet room in the hospital, and lasted for approximately 1 h. We think that the number of participants was adequate for the research method because the in-depth interviews provided us with a large amount of information sufficient to detect patterns. The interview guide contained the following themes: (1) life satisfaction in the early rehabilitation period; (2) experiences of physical, psychological and social limitations; (3) family and friend network and (4) life perspectives. A semistructured interview guide guaranteed that predetermined issues were covered during the interview. In the interview we used open-ended questions. We started the interview with: “How are you? How did you experience your rehabilitation after your last treatment? How was the influence in every day living? These are examples of questions. Modifying the interview according to the patient’s age was done mainly by following up of their answers. The children and teenagers needed more following up questions compared to the grown-ups in general. The main concern then was to try to get the patient to elaborate the experience in order to get as rich information as possible.

Concerning the interview of the next-of-kin, the questions were open and questioned in a way that explored her/his experiences on how the rehabilitation situation influenced their child, and their family life in daily living.

At the end of the interview the participants were asked if they had anything to add. All informants were given the opportunity to discuss their interview situation and to add other or related experiences.

Data analysis
The interviews were first transcribed verbatim and then analysed and reported separately. The process of analysis was based on a phenomenological approach according to a previously described methodology. In brief, first, the whole interview was read to get a general impression. Second, the text was divided into units of meaning, in order to grasp the most probable interpretation. Third, the person’s answer was read with the aim to be without prejudice and the theme that dominated a meaning unit was stated as simple as possible. Fourth, ‘expressive units’ related to the aim of the study were sought. These units were then condensed and coded. In the fifth step, the essential themes of the entire interview were tied together in a descriptive statement. The method thus involved condensation of the expressed meaning into a more essential formulation of the experience following the percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation.

Data quality
To assure data quality, two researchers were present at each interview. One of the researchers led the interview and the other added supplementary questions when
necessary. Data analysis was performed mainly by two researchers to obtain the patients and next-of-kin’s opinions. All researches were participating to strengthen accurate reflection, highlight differences and reach final consensus.

Ethical considerations
All participants were provided with oral and written information about the aim and the design of the study. One of the patients was mentally retarded and did not want to speak with the researcher. In this case we chose to include data from next-of-kin. Another patient had Di-George syndrome with some degree of retardation. He was interviewed with a modified interview guide according to an evaluation of his ability to answer.

RESULTS
Demographic and medical data are presented in table 1. The informants’ experiences are grouped in two parts: patients’ experiences (figure 1) and experiences of next-of-kin (figure 2).

Patients’ experiences
The main finding evolving throughout the interviews was the significance of regaining independence and taking control of daily life shortly after the new interventional treatment. Second, the ability to fulfil everyday roles and to be in physical control shortly after treatment was emphasised as important by all patients. Third, renewed hope towards treatment and treatment options contributed to positive feelings towards future life.

Rapid rehabilitation
The easier pathway during the two first days after treatment was highly regarded and addressed in different ways: “The rehabilitation period was different this time, I walked over to visit a friend the day after the percutaneous implantation and overall, my social life was hardly affected at all”. The experience of no or minimal pain or discomfort in the early postoperative period was communicated and stated as an important issue by three patients: “Everything was normalized faster after this intervention. When they cut me open, it was like having all my ribs fractured. Now there was hardly pain at all”. Another statement was: “I feel I tolerate less and less pain as time passes, so it is lovely to avoid surgery. I got my daily life back much faster this time”.

Being able to fulfil everyday roles
The experience of regaining independence and taking control of life shortly after the intervention was praised. This meant resuming the ability to fulfil roles related to one’s own expectations, for the children to ‘hang out with friends’ doing ordinary things. One of the girls expressed her view on her physical endurance and her thoughts about her role among peers: “No matter, I am always the one who is behind the others physically in class. But there is something I can do, I can help the others with schoolwork etc.” Her main concern seemed to be her ability to join her peers and to be included socially by participating. One adult female patient described the psychological and emotional strain relief following this intervention experiencing the ability to attend socially and take care of her children shortly after...
being discharged: “I started driving again much earlier this time, you are not supposed to do that when you have had an open-chest operation. Nor can you lift heavy things for quite some time, as an example I was not able to lift up my own children when I wanted”.

Five of the boys (7), median age 18 years (7–28), in the study referred mainly to physical endurance when asked about improvements after the percutaneous intervention. This was unlike girls (3), median age 17 years (10–30), who emphasised the possibility of taking part socially as the main issue. Adults (2) commented on how fewer symptoms gave psychosocial benefits shortly after treatment. There was a gender difference on how patients described improvements after treatment and how these improvements influenced their daily lives.

**Prospects of future treatment**

Surgery was often referred to as a major trauma involving tissue matters. The experiences and future prospects of repeated major surgeries were associated with anxiety and insecurity. Renewed hope towards treatment options was associated with anxietying tissue matters. The experiences and future prospects of future treatment were associated with anxietying tissue matters.

**Experiences of close relatives**

The main finding was the significance of normalisation. The normalisation of the psychological performance of their child led to a normalisation of their family life. Second, the minor physical burden with little pain was highlighted. Third, the positive attitude towards this new treatment and renewed hope towards treatment options in the future, were the main themes evolving throughout the interviews.

**Normalising family life**

All next-of-kin strongly expressed the importance of normalising everyday life. All parents expressed that they laid down a lot of resources both economically and time-wise in order to normalise their children’s lives and thereby trying to create a normal family situation. This seemed to be a part of a preventative health strategy concerning both their family and society: “It is obvious that if you miss out from school 3–4 weeks after treatment, you loose a lot of opportunities, both in school, among friends and in different ways. After surgery in 2006 our daughter was sort of switched out of her social life.” Another statement was: “For the family’s sake, the avoidance of spending a lot of time in hospital was of great importance. The organizing at home with siblings was easier after the percutaneous implantation.” Nine (50%) of the parents stated in different ways that they would recommend the percutaneous option as it simplifies everyday life for the parents as well as the patient.

One father expressed it like this: “Being a parent and having a job waiting for you, it is not uncomplicated to be away 2 till 4 weeks. We have extended days of incapacity as parents, still we do not want to use them if we don’t have to. To get away with an intervention is ‘worth gold’.”

**Minor physical burden**

Minimal pain and an easy rehabilitation decreased the physical burden. Five parents stated that increased mobility, flexibility and almost non-existence of pain during the rehabilitation period, made the percutaneous implantation technique attractive. One parent stated “The rehabilitation phase is different. She went to see a friend the same day she was discharged from hospital. She had a bruise in her groin for a few days, that was all. She told herself that she would rather have 10–20 new bruises than one new open-chest operation.”

One father explained his experience after percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation in his daughter: “The relief of not having to see your daughter in pain and avoiding a stay in the intensive care unit, was a big relief. To see your child in such a situation is quite stressful for parents. I think this is the most important issue from my point of view. Another statement was: “After the percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation, she told it hurt a bit when walking the first day after the intervention, that was all.”

**Attitudes towards the new treatment**

Despite a positive attitude, the next-of-kin visualised vulnerability and insecurity being a parent or close relative to a patient with a chronic disease requiring repeated surgeries and hospital stays. Conflicting thoughts of life and death when leaving their child in the operating theatre were described. Being among the first patients treated with this technique, parents and other next-of-kin were left in a situation of insecurity, hoping for a gentler pathway for their child. Three of the parents did not seem to be able to differ, or to know what to expect differently of these two treatment methods before the admission. The differences were first appreciated after the percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation was completed successfully. One couple of parents described their thoughts about the device equipment as follows: “When we saw the new device equipment, we thought the introduction cable looked massive and far to big to use. But then the doctor explained and showed us how it was done. Our daughter seemed calm and confident with the information he gave her, and we decided to put our trust in the medical team.” Another couple explained how they felt when they first heard of the percutaneous pulmonary valve: “As long as it is a minor intervention, it is worth a try. If this had been more complicated, it would probably not have been wise to be among the first ones treated with this new intervention. Anything that makes things easier, is good.”

The value and need of trust to healthcare providers are
shown in the citing above with the parent’s main focus on the wellbeing of their child.

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the impact of a chronic disabling disease requiring repeated surgeries on the patient’s and next-of-kin’s daily life and the priorities they have to make. Patients with congenital heart disease today have a longer life expectancy than before. Along with the longer life expectancy comes frequent hospitalisations and repeated surgical interventions. Regular check-ups and unexpected complications can lengthen the hospitalisation duration. Medical complications, ventricular failure and arrhythmias are common. Many of these events may cause a temporary setback in the patient’s physical function, and thereby causing an interruption in the patient’s and the next-of-kin’s social life. With this background it is not surprising that the experience of regaining a functional role and returning to normal life 3 days after treatment was embraced as the most important asset of the percutaneous valve technique by the patients and the next-of-kin. The importance of regaining physical control as fast as possible after treatment, has previously been documented in other patients with congenital heart disease.

Previous studies show that the patients with congenital heart disease try to compensate for the lack of physical performance by adapting to alternative roles during physical activity and pursuing academic interests in order to obtain social recognition. In this context it is interesting that in the present study we found a difference between genders in their evaluation of the benefit of the minimal invasive technique. While the males emphasised the physical improvements as a major benefit, the females claimed the possibility of taking part in their social arenas as the most important consequence of the minimal invasive treatment. Several studies indicate that patients with chronic cardiac disease are at risk of having poorer educational and vocational outcomes as compared with healthy young adults. There may be many causes for this phenomenon. The interruption of the school year by repeated controls and treatments is obviously a factor, but some authors have also emphasised the effect on the cognitive function of having repeated open heart surgeries.

An important consequence of the percutaneous technique as experienced by the patients was their ability to follow the school year. Another possible advantage of this technique is that the valve implantation is performed by venous insertion at the right side of the heart, thus not affecting the arterial side. One would thus expect a lesser challenge of the cognitive function after treatment compared to open surgery including the use of extracorporeal circulation.

The transition from adolescence to adulthood is a major challenge. Peer support and social activities with close friends appear to be important for keeping up a normal maturation progress and handling challenges associated with adolescence. In accordance with this several of the patients mentioned the importance of being able to visit their friends immediately after the treatment. Overgaard et al referring experiences of young adults with single ventricle physiology, state that respondents underscored the need for friends and resource persons to lift them out of their role as disabled cardiac patients and provide them with ‘normal’ life experiences.

For the adult patients, the main benefit of the treatment was their ability to continue with and mastering their daily chores such as tending to their children, driving their car or maintaining their social life. They emphasised the psychological impact of not being able to do that after open heart surgery. Previous studies also demonstrate that family, education, career, friends and healthcare are rated among the most important domains to have an impact on quality of life for adult patients. Social adjustment, academic progress, future employment as well as health insurance and life insurance are also major challenges for this group.

For the parents and next-of-kin living in close relationship with a patient with congenital heart disease this is a challenge, thus the next-of-kin also emphasised the minimal disruption of the family life as a main benefit of the minimal invasive method. The family members were able to maintain an almost normal everyday life following the hospitalisation. The quick recovery with no stay in the intensive care unit after treatment was appreciated. The parents referred to these benefits as ‘worth gold’ for the family, but also for their own career and their relation with their employer, as they were able to go to work with little interruption. The striving for life normality is essential for this patient population. Normalisation seemed to be a management strategy of the patients and their family. Because of a minor interference on daily life, the minimal invasive technique was experienced as important for their strive for normality.
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